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JJ347 Classic Birch Store Anything 
Medium Classroom Shelves

Store tons of materials quickly & easily—with a spacious storage unit that features two extra-wide 
shelves! Specially designed with reinforced support beams, each super-sturdy shelf is built to hold 

all types of classroom materials in a variety of sizes and weights. The super-wide design and 
hardboard backing even make the unit perfect as a room divider—with smooth surfaces and eased 

corners for added safety! Lifetime Warranty. Fully Assembled. GREENGUARD® Certified. Unit 
measures 55"w x 11 3/4"d x 30"h.

1

TT127 Gear Builders
Our gears slide together or stack up high—for cool constructions that are a breeze to connect…any 

way children like! Designed to boost eye/hand coordination, the set includes 170 rugged plastic 
pieces in 4 colors—all in a stackable plastic storage box. Each piece measures 1 3/4" in diameter.

1

TT208 Pipe Builders
Perfect for open-ended construction, these builders are super-easy to connect! You get a box filled 

with 150 plastic tubes in 4 shapes and 4 colors. Straight tube measures 2 3/4".
1

PP190 Lakeshore Preschool Puzzle 
Library with Rack

This incredibly vibrant collection of adorably illustrated puzzles is sure to be a hit in any preschool 
classroom! Our library includes 24 high-quality wooden puzzles that range in difficulty, featuring 5 
to 12 chunky pieces—so they’re perfect for beginning to advancing students! Children simply piece 
together each kid-pleasing scene, improving spatial awareness, developing motor skills and building 

logical thinking skills as they play! The puzzles have safe, rounded corners…plus names and piece 
counts printed on the side. Puzzles measure 9" x 12" and come in a 25 1/4"l x 8"w x 10 1/2"h rack. 

Each puzzle also available separately.

1

BLOCK CENTER

Math Center & Fine Motor
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LL495 Counting Cars

Kids take their math skills for a spin—with hands-on counting cars that really roll! Kids just grab a 
car…look at the numeral and number word…and count out the matching number of passengers into 

the “seats.” Plus, each car fits exactly 1-10 passengers, so the set is self-correcting—for no-fail 
practice! The set includes 10 durable plastic cars with rotating wheels and 60 passengers that snap 

securely in place; largest car measures 8 1/8" in length.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item 
contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LL407 How Much Does It Weigh? 
Measurement Center

Students get an instant, visual grasp of measurement concepts like heavy, light, balance and 
more…as they conduct simple investigations with our hands-on center! You get 24 activity cards 

with illustrated instructions that are just right for beginners…plus a balance scale to compare and 
contrast 40 manipulatives! Scale measures 12 3/4"; with a 9" wooden card stand.⚠ WARNING: 

CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

RA181 Best-Buy Jumbo Building 
Bricks - Starter Set

Our jumbo-sized bricks feature a chunky, snap-together design, so even beginning builders can get 
in on the fun! The easy-fitting plastic pieces come in a variety of kid-pleasing shapes, colors and 

styles…including everything from working wheels and basic bricks to castle spires, people shapes 
and more! You get 180 bricks in a handy storage tote; basic bricks measure 2 1/2" x 2 1/2".⚠ 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

RA119 Lakeshore Creature Builder
Children can’t wait to get their hands on these big, fun-shaped builders! Giant set has enough snap-
together pieces to make 8 fun critters, including bodies, legs, tails...even silly hairdos! Set includes 

70 plastic pieces in a tub; longest piece measures 7 1/4".
1

RE313 Lakeshore Liquid 
Measurement Kit

Kids measure and compare liquid—from 1/4 teaspoon through 1 full gallon! You get 4 jars with lids, 
5 measuring spoons and 8 measuring cups with easy-pour spouts—all clearly labeled with both 

standard and metric measurements. Kit includes 17 plastic pieces; gallon jar measures 10 1/4".⚠ 
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1
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GG617 Touch & Match Counting 
Cards

Math practice meets tactile exploration—with super-cute match-ups children can’t wait to get their 
hands on! Kids just select a textured picture card and touch each animal as they count to 20...then 
find the matching number card to show their answer. Plus, the self-checking match-ups are divided 

into four leveled pockets—helping children learn to count to 5, 10, 15 and 20! You get 40 tactile 
cards, 40 number cards and 4 activity pockets, plus an activity guide. Pockets measure 4" x 9 3/4".

1

TT253 Stretch & Connect Builders

Stretch ’em…bend ’em…build ’em any way you want! Our easy-connect builders are unmatched 
when it comes to creating cool, crazy constructions. The durable plastic pieces include stretchers, 

wheels, bases and more—for kids to bend, twist and roll! Set includes 94 pieces in 6 colors; longest 
measures 5".

1

RE148 Stack & Nest Sensory Toys
With bright colors, bold patterns and fun-to-touch textures, our stackers are sure to stimulate tots! 

Extra-chunky pieces are easy for little ones to stack, nest and explore. You get 3 sets of plastic 
stackers (16 pieces total); largest piece measures 4 3/4".

1

LL600X Science Viewers - Set of 5

An up-close look at the wonders of nature! Our kid-sized viewers come packed with amazingly 
lifelike photos and are super-easy for little ones to use: Children just slide a disk in…then pull the 

lever to switch from one fascinating photo to the next! Each set comes with a rugged plastic viewer 
and 35 photos on 5 disks. Complete set includes all five sets shown, for a total of 175 photos. 

Viewer measures 4 1/2". Each set also available separately.

1

TT914 Insects Specimen Set

Our durable, easy-view specimens provide a fascinating look at insects! The set includes 4 
specimens encased in rugged, lightweight acrylic…with the name of each specimen silkscreened 

right on it for easy identification. You get a praying mantis, long-horned beetle, butterfly and rose 
chafer, plus a teacher’s guide. Largest specimen measures 3" x 3".

1

Nature and Science
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TT156 STEM Science Station - 
Magnets

Children use magnets to push cars up a ramp, move a magnetic mouse through a maze and 
more—as they learn all about magnetism and magnetic fields! Our innovative STEM science station 

encourages children to learn about magnetism through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards 
that prompt students to perform simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete 

each one. Plus, the station features an engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-
thinking and problem-solving skills! Station includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: 

CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

TT158 STEM Science Station - 
Motion

Students get a hands-on understanding of objects in motion—as they race carts down ramps, 
launch “bugs” toward a target and more! Our innovative STEM science station encourages children 

to learn about motion through hands-on exploration. It includes 8 cards that prompt students to 
perform simple experiments…with all the hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the 
station features an engineering activity to extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and 

problem-solving skills! Station includes a guide. Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING 
HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

WT109 Write & Wipe U.S.A. Wall 
Map

Students explore states, capitals, landforms and more—with a giant, full-color U.S. map the whole 
class can explore together! The wall map has a write & wipe surface, so you can outline regions, 

highlight geographical features, trace explorers’ routes and more…then wipe the map clean to use 
again and again! Map measures 33" x 49".

1

GC108 Picture Globe
Our 10" beginner’s globe features colorful, easy-to-understand picture icons showing landmarks, 

people and more…so even pre-readers can explore early geography concepts!
1
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HH919 Lakeshore Grocery Set

Our giant playset has enough pretend groceries to fully stock any play kitchen or store—from baked 
beans and peanut butter to milk, juice, ketchup and more! Best of all, every piece is made of sturdy 

plastic...and tough enough to last through years  of imaginative play! Set includes 30 pieces; milk 
carton measures 6" tall.

1

EE557 Lakeshore Hardwood Doll 
Highchair

Add an authentic touch to doll play with our sturdy school-quality highchair! The hardwood doll 
chair features smooth, rounded edges and holds dolls up to 18" in length. Doll highchair measures 

11"w x 10 1/4"d x 21 1/2"h. Doll sold separately.  Fully Assembled.
1

HH718 Pet Vet Center

Our activity-filled center lets young animal doctors bandage pretend wounds, listen to heartbeats, 
examine X-rays & more! Big, 20-piece set includes all the tools & supplies children need...you even 

get a cute, soft-sewn puppy for little ones to care for—complete with poseable legs for extra-
realistic play. Puppy measures 9 1/2" tall.

1

LA805 Lakeshore Puppet Theater

Set the stage for one spectacular performance after another—with our charming puppet theater! 
The sturdy hardwood theater features movable curtains that children can easily open and 

close...plus a roomy stage that’s big enough for two puppeteers at once. Assembly required. 
Puppets sold separately.  Unit measures 31 1/2"w x 33 1/2"h.

1

Dramatic Play
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BK3313 The Snowy Day Hardcover 
Book

This is the simple and eloquent tale about a young boy named Peter who awakens to the first 
snowfall of the season! Children will love to follow Peter as he walks through a watercolor world of 

snow, making patterns, tracks—and even a snowman! Hardcover book by Ezra Jack Keats is 40 
pages.

1

RA397 Kindness & Compassion 
Paperback Library

These carefully selected titles promote inclusion, empathy and encouragement—with tons of heart 
and sensitivity! Featuring simple narratives and kid-friendly artwork, the 12 paperback books invite 

discussion while empowering children to seek out healthy relationships and be their best selves.
1

BB278 Go Away, Big Green Monster! 
Hardcover Book

Children will love shouting out “Go Away, Big Green Monster!” as they read along with this 
movable book about chasing away nighttime fears. Each die-cut page features a bright, bold design 
with easy-to-follow text children will want to read again and again! Hardcover book by Ed Emberley 

is 32 pages.

1

BK665X Classroom Favorites Big 
Books - Set 1

A super addition to your language program, these great big books feature simple words and lots of 
repetition. As children read along, they explore animal sounds, play with a barnyard full of animals 

and more. Set includes all 5 books shown; each measures 17" to 19 1/4" tall. Each book also 
available separately.

1

BK428 What I Like About Me! Big 
Book

A celebration of all the things that make us unique…from freckles and curly hair to glasses and 
favorite foods! This big book uses positive language to address physical differences that can make 

children uncomfortable…and turns them into positive traits to be proud of! Plus, the back page 
includes a special surprise—so children can get in on the fun of identifying what makes them 

unique! Softcover big book by Allia Zobel-Nolan measures 16" and is 16 pages.

1

Library
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RA254 Math & Science Paperback 
Library

These entertaining tales introduce early math and science concepts—while building literacy! Young 
readers learn about shapes, the seasons and so much more as they delight in easy-to-follow text 
and illustrations that capture the imagination! Library includes 12 paperback books—6 covering 

math and 6 covering science.

1

LC960X Social-Emotional Storytelling 
Kits - Complete Set

Boost early literacy and social-emotional skills—with charming kits that bring beloved stories to life! 
Each kit features 10-12 washable, soft-sewn storytelling pieces, plus a big, ready-to-use treehouse, 

bucket or classroom that fits all the pieces inside. As kids act out the stories, they explore important 
themes—from kindness and friendship to diversity and self-awareness. You get all 3 kits shown 

(hardcover books not included), each with a guide. Each kit also available separately.

1

BK938 Strictly No Elephants 
Hardcover Book

When a little boy learns his tiny elephant is prohibited from taking part in Pet Club Day, he decides 
to start a new club with a heartwarming message: “All Are Welcome.” Featuring an easy-to-follow 
first-person narrative and eye-catching illustrations, this endearing story champions inclusion and 

diversity—and the value of true friendship. Hardcover book by Lisa Mantchev is 32 pages.

1

BK939 Fill a Bucket Hardcover Book

Using a simple metaphor of a bucket filled with all the love and happiness we receive each day, this 
charming picture book encourages children to nurture kindness and become “bucket-fillers” 
wherever they are! Plus, this read-aloud favorite helps little ones understand that giving is as 

rewarding as receiving—and that even the tiniest gesture of goodwill can create a positive 
environment. Hardcover book by Carol McCloud is 24 pages.

1

BK937 Theo’s Mood Hardcover Book

Theo’s classmates are sharing how they feel after the weekend—but since becoming a big brother, 
he can’t decide whether he’s in a good or bad mood! With playful illustrations and a relatable story 

line, this delightful book encourages discussion and helps children understand that all 
emotions—positive, negative or somewhere in between—are important to feel and express. 

Hardcover book by Maryann Cocca-Leffler is 24 pages.

1
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RR650X Let’s Talk! Kid Puppets - 
Complete Set

Super-soft and super-easy for kids to handle, our Let’s Talk! Kid Puppets make puppet play twice as 
fun! All 8 of these multi-ethnic puppets feature real-working mouths to encourage self-expression 

and build language skills. Plus, the puppets feature permanently stitched accessories like a hat, hair 
ribbons and buttons! Complete set includes all 8 machine-washable puppets shown. Puppets are 

made of polyester; each measures 11 1/2" tall. Each puppet also available separately.

1

AA758X Connect & Store Book Bins - 
Set of 6 Colors

Our linking bins organize classroom books...and keep reading stations clutter-free! The sturdy 
plastic bins connect for storage—and easily disconnect to tote to reading centers! Each bin has a 

vinyl pocket in front for the included label. Bins are available in 6 colors; each bin measures 14"l x 5 
1/4"w x 7 1/4"h.

1

RA377 Building Literacy Paperback 
Library

Inspire children to become successful, enthusiastic readers with this treasury of books that instills a 
love of words! Featuring everything from engaging illustrations to imaginative text, these kid 

favorites are perfect for introducing early readers to beginning sounds, new vocabulary words, 
rhyming and more! Library includes 12 paperback books.

1

PP185 Lakeshore Alphabet Rockets

Alphabet skills are ready for liftoff—with hands-on rockets that make language practice a blast! 
Each double-sided rocket features 3 easy-fitting pieces that show the upper- and lowercase letter, 

plus 4 pictures that represent the letter sound. Kids just match up the pieces to build each 
rocket—boosting letter recognition and exploring letter sounds as they play! You get 26 durable 

plastic rockets (for a total of 78 pieces); rockets measure 5" tall.

1
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LL112RD Heavy-Duty Paper Tray - Red
Our stackable plastic tray is ideal for turning in homework, storing worksheets and more! Tray holds 

8 1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12" paper. Tray measures 3" high; top measures 11" x 14" and bottom 
measures 9 1/2" x 12 1/2".

2

SU28 Standard #2 Pencils - Set of 
12

Set includes one dozen pencils. 1

LA796 Best-Buy Colored Pencils - 12-
Color Box

You get 25 each of 12 different colors: brown, black, yellow, violet, turquoise, blue, orange, peach, 
pink, gray, red and green. The 300 nontoxic, pre-sharpened pencils come in a sturdy 

compartmentalized box with a lid. Each pencil measures 7" in length.
1

LL112BU Heavy-Duty Paper Tray - Blue
Our stackable plastic tray is ideal for turning in homework, storing worksheets and more! Tray holds 

8 1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12" paper. Tray measures 3" high; top measures 11" x 14" and bottom 
measures 9 1/2" x 12 1/2".

2

WT363 Medium Lakeshore Tuff Tote 
(14"l x 11 1/4"w x 6 1/2"h)

These sturdy storage totes are tough enough for even the busiest classrooms! Made of super-
durable, heavy-duty plastic, each see-inside tote features molded handles, reinforced edges and a 

lid for easy stacking. Choose from 3 sizes. Small tote measures 11 1/2"l x 9"w x 5"h.
 Medium tote measures 14"l x 11 1/4"w x 6 1/2"h.

 Large tote measures 17 1/4"l x 13 3/4"w x 8"h.

2

Writing
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PP228 Heavy-Duty Supply Cups - Set 
of 4

Our tough plastic supply cups provide easy-access storage anywhere in the classroom…and let 
children help themselves to supplies! You get a set of 4 cups in 4 colors—perfect for markers, 

crayons, scissors, manipulatives and more. Each cup measures 3".
1

LL304
Small Dishwasher-Safe Plastic 
Basket - Natural (13 1/2"l x 8 

1/2"w x 6"h)

Tough and dependable classroom storage—with a soft and natural look! Each of these flexible 
baskets is made of thick, securely woven plastic that’s designed to last and last—without fraying. 

The rugged baskets have built-in handles for easy toting…and are dishwasher-safe to make cleaning 
a cinch! Small basket measures 13 1/2"l x 8 1/2"w x 6"h.

 Medium basket measures 14 1/2"l x 11"w x 7 1/2"h.
 Large basket measures 15"l x 13"w x 8"h.

1

LA815 Pretend & Play Mailbox

A great way to boost early printing skills and build community awareness, our tough mailbox has all 
the authentic features to inspire realistic play—from a working mail door for depositing letters to a 
flag children can raise when there’s mail inside! Featuring a sturdy tabletop design, the mailbox has 

a stable base and rounded edges for super-safe play. Mailbox measures 6 1/2"w x 10 1/2"d x 
11"h.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

BX234 Store-It-All Craft Containers - 
Set of 10

Keep craft supplies neat and tidy with our extra-durable containers! The 10 plastic containers are 
perfect for storing loose craft items—from beads and buttons to feathers, gems and much more! 

Containers measure 6 1/4"l x 4"w x 2 1/2"h and include 10 colorful lids.
1

PP268BU Classroom Supply Caddy - 
Blue

Store everything from pencils and markers to bottles of glue...and transport them anywhere! Our 
durable plastic caddies have a roomy interior with divided compartments that keep all your supplies 
neat and organized...plus a built-in handle for easy toting. Multiple caddies even stack for storage! 

Each caddy measures 9 1/4"l x 9 1/4"w x 3 1/2"h. <Supplies sold separately.

1
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LM120 Clear-View Bins - Set of 10 You get a set of 10 super-tough plastic bins; each bin measures 13 1/2" x 8" x 5" high. 1

TT211 3-D Collage Box

This classroom-sized collage box is bursting with hundreds of 3-D art supplies! The 1,500 ready-to-
use pieces include 1,000 wooden collage sticks, 200 plastic foam pieces in 5 shapes, and 300 

colorful pom-poms in 4 sizes. Just set out the materials, add glue and let the class get creative! 
Cones measure 3" tall.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. 

Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

PP274 Classroom Collage Box
Here's everything an entire class of eager young artists needs for exciting, no-fail collages! Colossal 

assortment of textures, shapes and colors can be glued into all kinds of creations.⚠ WARNING: 
CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LA322 Washable Glitter Tempera 
Paint - Pint - Set of 8 Colors

Our dazzling paints let kids create brilliant paintings that shimmer! Each bottle of liquid tempera 
paint contains tons of sparkling glitter, and the paints are fully washable from skin and clothes for 

quick and easy cleanups. Choose from a variety of colors.
1

BS500Z Jumbo Washable Watercolor 
Set - Set of 12

These giant blocks of color are totally washable! Our watercolors are particularly good for smaller 
kids—the paint washes from hands and clothes, and the big color blocks are easy to work with. Set 
contains 4 watercolors in a handy plastic mixing tray, plus a brush. Tray measures 8 1/2" in length.

1

Art
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DF468 Sponge Painting Design Set

Children can create eye-catching designs with our easy-to-use sponge painters! 20 sponge painters 
have chunky, easy-grip handles, so kids can get creative—without getting paint on their hands. Plus, 
we’ve included rollers and press-on designs…so kids can make everything from zigzag patterns and 
polka dots to hearts, flowers and more! Set comes with an 8 1/2" x 18 1/4" paint tray. Paint sold 
separately.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 

yrs.

1

VX276Z
Lakeshore 12-Color Jumbo 
Crayons - Set of 12 Student 

Packs

Sized just right for beginners, our top-quality, nontoxic crayons are easy for little hands to 
hold...and hard to break! Plus, the crayons let children draw with no streaking or smearing—and no 

mess!
1

LA371 Classroom Clay & Dough 
Designer Kit

This kit includes everything a class of young sculptors needs to roll, slice and mold incredible works 
of clay! Kids develop fine motor skills as they create with safe, high-quality plastic tools that are 

specially designed to be easy to use. Children can smooth out clay with our handy rollers…design 
and decorate with the tools and dough extruders…make a variety of shapes with the easy-grip 
dough cutters…and much more! You get 43 pieces in a tub; flattening rollers measure 8 1/2" in 

length.

1

LM923 Super-Safe 1" Craft Tape 
Center

Our handy craft center holds 8 rolls of colorful 1"-wide craft tape—perfect for decorating bulletin 
boards and accenting art projects! Wooden center has a safe plastic cutting edge, so kids can help 

themselves, plus no-slip rubber feet. You get 8 colored tape rolls; center measures 11 3/4" wide.⚠ 
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

AA342 Washable Fingerpaint - Pint - 
Set of 10 Colors

Now little artists can get as messy as they want—with fun-to-use fingerpaint that’s completely 
washable! Our vibrant fingerpaint has a smooth, glossy texture that spreads easily and won’t crack 
when dried. Best of all, it washes right off of children’s skin and clothes! Choose from a variety of 

colors.

1
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GG520X Single Student Read-Alongs

Now children can enjoy their favorite stories on their own…and gain the confidence they need to 
become independent readers! Our literacy-building library includes 16 read-along kits, each with a 

different paperback book and a CD that narrates the entire story. Children just listen and follow 
along with each recording—and build literacy skills and confidence along the way! Best of all, the 

entire set comes in an easy-access storage box—complete with vinyl pouches to keep each kit neat 
and organized, plus tabbed dividers that make it a breeze to find just the right title. The sturdy 

chipboard box measures 10" x 11" x 13".

1

LA190 Lakeshore Trike Trailer

Hitch this extra-roomy trailer onto a trike...and kids can bring blocks, supplies and even friends 
along for a ride! The trailer’s stable four-wheel design is ideal for smooth, safe and tip-free travel. 
Plus, easy-swivel front wheels help the trailer move with the trike—even through twists and turns. 

Best of all, the trailer is a breeze to attach...with no additional tools required—simply use the super-
secure clamp to connect the trailer to a trike! Trailer is for use with our First Trike, School Trike  or 

Jumbo Trike . Trike trailer bed measures approximately 18" x 24". Guaranteed for 5 years. Assembly 
required. Accessories sold separately.  5-Year Warranty.

1

JJ374 Keep It Safe! Traffic Signs

Our child-friendly signs are made of rugged, all-weather plastic, so they’re the perfect addition to 
any roadway—indoors or out! The easy-to-read signs are lightweight and a cinch to set up…you can 

even fill the bases with sand or water to keep them extra-stable. Set includes 6 signs. Each sign 
measures approximately 31" tall. Easy assembly.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains 

small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

LC4207 Rainbow Parachute for 18 
Kids - 20' Diameter

Our rugged parachutes encourage noncompetitive, cooperative play. When children make the 
parachutes billow, they strengthen shoulder, arm and hand muscles, refine motor skills and develop 
a sense of rhythm. Tough, lightweight nylon parachutes have reinforced handholds, and each comes 

in a drawstring bag.

1

Listening Center

Gross Motor
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LA719 Giant Clear-View Water Play 
Table

Our giant play table features a clear, unbreakable tub with a drain at one end—so when kids are 
done splashing and experimenting, you just turn the spigot and let the water out. Lightweight 

plastic tub comes in a no-rust aluminum stand with slip-resistant, rubber-tipped legs that keep the 
table secure, stable and at just the right height for kids! Easy assembly. Table measures 30"l x 18"w 

x 21 1/2"h. Tub measures 8 1/2" deep.

1

LA129 Top for Giant Clear-View 
Water Play Table

Perfect for covering our Giant Clear-View Water Play Table  (sold separately) between play 
sessions. Made of tough plastic, the top measures 30 1/4" x 18 1/4".

1

EE339 Lakeshore Magnetic Fishing 
Set

Children get a “bite” every time they play with our magnetic fishing set…and build essential 
eye/hand coordination at the same time! Children use magnetic fishing poles to “reel in” 18 colorful 
fish…and the sea creatures are specially weighted to float upright—for frustration-free fishing. Set 

includes 4 durable plastic fishing poles that each extend to 18".

1

PP385X Washable Sensory Play 
Materials - Complete Set

Kids will love to explore their tactile sense with our textured play materials! The complete set 
includes 3 different types of durable plastic materials—hard and bumpy, soft and pliable, sandy and 

smooth—perfect for use with our Sensory Tubs  (not included). Best of all, each material is fully 
washable, so they can be reused for years to come! You get all 3 sets shown. Each set also 

available separately.⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts and small balls. 
Not for children under 3 yrs.

1

TT578PN Mold & Play Sensory Sand - 
Pink

Create colorful, eye-catching art—out of sand! Our fun-to-touch sand comes in bright colors that 
stimulate children’s imaginations—and their senses—as they explore. Plus, it magically sticks 

together and will never dry out...so kids can make tons of stunning sculptures again and again! You 
get 5 pounds of soft, easy-to-mold sand.

1

Sand/Water Table (Sensory)
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TT578BU Mold & Play Sensory Sand - 
Blue

Create colorful, eye-catching art—out of sand! Our fun-to-touch sand comes in bright colors that 
stimulate children’s imaginations—and their senses—as they explore. Plus, it magically sticks 

together and will never dry out...so kids can make tons of stunning sculptures again and again! You 
get 5 pounds of soft, easy-to-mold sand.

1

DS296 Mix & Match Sensory Spheres

Kids express their creativity and explore their senses—as they make tons of fun designs in dough, 
paint and more! Our two-piece spheres open up and connect with a twist—so kids can mix and 

match the 4 patterns as they create fascinating impressions! Set includes 8 plastic, dishwasher-safe 
spheres. Each sphere measures 2 1/2" in diameter.

1

TT157 STEM Science Station - Sink or 
Float

From making a raft sink to getting a sea star to float, our innovative STEM science station is packed 
with hands-on experiments that help children explore and understand the science behind 

buoyancy! It includes 8 cards that prompt students to perform simple experiments…with all the 
hands-on materials to complete each one. Plus, the station features an engineering activity to 

extend the learning—and build critical-thinking and problem-solving skills! Station includes a guide. 
Cards measure 8" x 8".⚠ WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Item contains small parts. Not for 

children under 3 yrs.

1

DC177 Tub of Cars & Trucks

Our extra-chunky vehicles are made of heavy-duty plastic, so they’re tough enough for years and 
years of indoor and outdoor adventures! Our big set includes 25 smooth-rolling cars, trucks, wagons 

and more—all with rounded edges for safe play. Vehicles come in an easy-tote plastic tub. Cars 
measure 3 1/2" in length.

1

GA328 Learning to Get Along® Book 
Set

From resolving conflicts and sharing to being kind and polite, these engaging books teach children 
the skills they need to get along with others! Our paperback collection includes 8 books with simple 
text and expressive illustrations, plus discussion questions and activity ideas in back that reinforce a 

variety of social-emotional skills. Each book is 35 pages.

1

Cozy Area
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KT2900 Lakeshore Classroom 
Management System

Our innovative management system is packed with tools to help you create a successful learning 
environment—from setting up a print-rich classroom and establishing routines to planning activities 

and ensuring easy transitions! You get wall charts for taking attendance, assigning classroom 
helpers, and posting schedules and rules…plus letter cards and classroom labels to promote 

language development. We’ve even included materials to manage learning centers and songs and 
activities to encourage positive behavior! Management system includes an extensive teacher’s 

guide, 8 wet-erase markers and a sturdy, easy-tote storage box. Each item also available separately.

1

JJ311 Alphabet Bingo

This easy-to-play bingo game gives children a super-fun way to explore the alphabet! It’s played just 
like traditional bingo, only when you call out a letter, kids search for it on their game cards—and get 
an exciting introduction to both upper- and lowercase letters! Game includes all the materials you 

need for up to 36 players.

1

Total: $5,489.94 

Additional charges may apply for remote locations.

Prices valid through 12/31/2022 except in the event of significant factors outside our control, such as government-imposed tariffs.

Classroom Furniture/Supplies

**Please include appropriate sales tax for your area or provide us with your sales tax exempt number.

When placing your order, please reference proposal # c.747 on your purchase order.

Complete Classrooms® service is provided for orders of $20,000 or more that ship to a single location in the contiguous United States.
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